Dispetching a animal in a trap within 50' of roadway center.

Problem: The Department of Natural Resources requires for humane purposes that all trapped animals must be dispatched. Some trapped animals are aggressive and can only be dispatched by means of a firearm. With certain exceptions it is illegal, pursuant to Section 167.31 (2) (d), Wisconsin Statutes, to use a firearm within 50 feet of the centerline of a roadway. One exception to this prohibition is that it is lawful to hunt small game within 50 feet of the center line of an unpaved road with a muzzleloader or a shotgun loaded with shot shell or chilled shot number BB or smaller. To assure the humane and safe dispatch of a trapped animal it is preferred to dispatch the animal with a rim fire rifle or hand gun.

Solution: Add to the exceptions in Section 167.31 (2) (d), an exception allowing the dispatch of a legally trapped animal with a rim fire rifle or hand gun within 50 feet of the centerline of an unpaved road.
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.